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Does the speed of the light add itself to that the source
of light? But speaking proofs from the phenomena of
the "variable stars".
By M. La Rosa in Palermo.

With three illustrations.

(received on 20 October 1923).

It is well-known that relativity theory has a substantial postulate to
the pivot, which maintains "the constancy of the speed of light", i.e. their
independence from movement conditions of the source of light and the observer.
Two years after appearance of the first paper of Einstein Ritz 1) had
shown that one pursued the same from Einstein purpose [expansion of the
relativity principle of the mechanics on all physical features 2)] to reach
could, by remaining on the firm soil of the classical mechanics and only assuming that the propagation speed of the light of a moved source with the
speed of the source of light, according to the rule Galileo (ballistic hypothesis) adds itself.
Comstock 3) and Castelnuovo 4) thought of the possibility of receiving a crucial proof for one of the two opposite hypotheses by suitable observations at the "double stars".
While however Comstock began to try to examine forecast by not
easy observations its (incorrect) it succeeded to add De Sitter 5) by few
views convincingly that the observations at the "double" stars 6) and of the
1

) Ritz, Ann. chim. phys. 13. 145, 1908.
) one will find a critical representation of the physical origin of the "relativity" in an essay of mine, which will appear shortly in "Scientia". (October 1923).
3
) Phys. Rev. 30, 267, 1910.
4
) Scientia 9, 71, 1911.
5
) Phys. ZS. 14, 429, 1913.
6
) The first discovery by pairs of stars, which are connected by similar relations such as sun and earth among themselves, i.e. by mutual attraction and animated
by a rotation regarding the common mass center, was done via Herschell, to which it
succeeded to observe and show the other elliptical trajectory described by the one of
the two stars around that this elliptical movement in accordance with the second Kepler law over the movement of the planets follows. This extremely important discovery permitted the expansion of Newton's law
2
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law of their movement supplied the clearest and strongest proof for the independence of the speed of light from the movement of the source of light.
If indeed, then says approximately De Sitter, who adds itself propagation rate of the light with the rotation speed of the star, then became in the
first quadrature (position A of Fig. 1) finally overlay sent rays of light,
which itself accepted with the speed of c - v 1) regarding (in M standing) the
observer reproduce, and with respect to other quadrature the sent, which
with the speed of c + v reproduce themselves, merge, so that it would be
impossible, the different positions of the star to differentiate and separate
temporally, and the law of the course movement to recognize.
This execution De Sitter is incomplete only and does not throw cases,
for which the final consequence is correct, with cases (without doubt the
majority) together on those the consequence at all fits.
A more complete analysis its that the observer M would have to see
with the ballistic hypothesis, permits us easily to recognize the mistake in
the consequences De Sitters in as much as it shows us that observations are
like those Herschells over the movement law of double stars in far measure
and surely before each grievance, which is based on light overlay possible;
but that alone, this analysis does not lead us also to a clear and simple explanation — which of highest importance it is — an expanded group of the
most interesting and darkest astronomical features, by teaching us that those
proves ballistically to hypothesis with the explanation of the astronomical
features much more fruitfully at results and the natural features more near
comes than the Einstein one.
We assume thus that the speed of the light adds itself to that it sending in motion source of light.
We understand ourselves a star S, that itself around a center after one
for the sake of simplicity as in a circle accepted
___________________
outside of our solar system with the well-known yield of that knowledge,
which we possess over the star masses.
1) It is tacitly accepted here that the course level is something against
the vision radius bent and v the projection of the tangential speed on by the
vision line and the normal one lying in the course level to it determined
level.
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course ADBC in the direction of arrow with the speed of v turns, and an observer M, which is located in the level of the circle along the direction DC
in a distance D from the circle center O (d extremely largely regarding the
circle radius r). If we name the time of departure of the rays of light of the
star t and with T the arrival time with the observer and we select the instant
of a passage of the star as common starting point by the position A, thus we
find easily that the observer will receive the jets sent by any position S at
the moment T, are given through
T =t+

where ω =

2π

τ0

d
a
=t+
,
c − v cos ωt
1 − b cos ωt

(1)

is the angular speed of the star, τ 0 the time of a circulation,

a = d c, b = v c .
The periodic large one, which is contained in T, wins very different
meanings, depending upon the relative values of the three quantities for
each individual case a, b, τ 0 , which exhibit very far borders of the variability in
the concrete one.
One knows indeed examples of double stars, with those the rotating time τ 0

well 400 years amounts to (l Carinae, γ
Leonis), and one knows many, with which
the same time only one day and even less
amounts to.
Consequently also the tangential
speeds of v (and thus the values of b) must
prove as very different. One knows numbers for it, those of a minimum from 6 to 8
km/seconds (the minimum, which can be
achieved by the spectroscopic observation)
up to a not exactly a determined maximum
go, 300 km/seconds to reach not be able seems (β Aurigae 240
km/seconds).
Width borders of the variability are it shown us also in the values of
a, there itself beside double stars like α Centauri — that, as one white, the
⎛d

⎞

⎛d

⎞

smallest distance from us has ⎜ =~ 4.5 Years ⎟ and Sirius ⎜ = 9 Years ⎟ , τ
⎝c
⎠
⎝c
⎠
Vulpis and δ′ Lyrae to find, which stand nearly at the border of the visibility with the naked eye (5.5 size),
24*
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with those the relationship d/c close outer 130 years approaches, in order
with the stars, which admit so far reliably as double stars are to stop.
If we want to thus attain a clear knowledge of the importance, which
can win the periodic size in the different cases, contained in T, then we must
go on a concrete soil, by discussing certain special cases, in order to design
us the different types from phenomena to, which can advance toward us
with so multicolored variety of the conditions.
By setting thus a = Kτ 0 , we write the equation (1') as follows:

T = t + τ 0 ( K + kb cos ωt − Kb 2 cos 2 ωt + Kb3 cos3 ωt ( L)

(1')

-3

and notice that, since b is always very small in reality (10 hardly reached),
if K is not very large, the equation (1') for the concrete purposes, which we
have in the eye, to which three first members are alone limited and one set
can:
T = t + Kτ 0 + Kτ 0 cos ωt
(2)
-2
Where the product of Kb is smaller, 10 for example, the influence
of the third member, always proves the periodic, as very weak; because the
feared overlay of rays of light sent from different positions (i.e. the equality
of the T under jets gone off in different instants t) can take place at positions
removed around small degrees of radian measure (e.g., smaller than a hundredth of the length of the trajectory). This overlay cannot cause for an observer practically perceptible disturbances, who notes the gradual positions
of the stars occasionally, and this will therefore determine and without obstacles to recognize will be able the projection of the course on the sky ball
whether the second Kepler law is applicable to the observed movement or
not 1).
___________________
1

) For that, which to know would like, whether conditions in front-set above
are applicable to those stars or not, for which the direct check of the Kepler law took
place will I unite examples to mention. The best well-known double star, at which
the best observations were made over the validity of the Kepler law, is us at most
neighboring star α Centauri. With him we have: a = 1,640 days; τ 0 = 81.19 days; v
= 24 km/seconds, i.e. b = 8·10-5 and therefore Kb = 1.6·10-3. Another well studied
double star, because it is very close, is Sirius, with which we have: a = 9 years, τ 0 =
48.84 years, i.e. K = 0.18; v = 8 km/seconds and therefore b = 2.7·10-5; therefore Kb
= 5·10-5, with α Aurigae a = 4,000 days in round number; τ 0 = 104, K in round
number of 40; r = 30 km/seconds; b = 10-4, Kb = 4·10-3 etc.
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The effects of the overlay become considerable in the cases, in which
the product Kb approximates that unity.
Also to the investigation of these cases we can avail ourselves practically of the simpler formula (2), because, since Kb is almost alike to 1, the
size of the third member of the same order as τ 0 will be (i.e. that overlay of
jets occurs, in time intervals and therefore of among themselves, comparable with the period

points of the trajectory removed very far to be sent), while those of the
fourth member l) because of the smallness of b of
___________________
1
) For example, we can accept v = 60 km/seconds, what comes the average
value of the v very close measured to that well-known double stars; i.e. b = 2·10-4. If
the product approximates Kb of the 1, then this means that K of the order is 0.5·10-4,
and the formula (1') gives with acceptance of K = 0.5·10-4:

T = t + τ 0 ( 0.5 ⋅ 104 + cos ωt − 2 ⋅ 10−1 cos 2 ωt + L) ,
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much smaller order of magnitude to be will (i.e. that this secondary effect of
the overlay on jets, which are sent by completely few removed positions
along the trajectory, limited and therefore are a little noteworthy).

In order to facilitate our views, we become on the curves of Fig. 2
and 3 refers the diagrams of the law (2) is, designs 1) for certain more interesting concrete
___________________
i.e. the fourth member would already bring overlay of jets with itself, which are sent
within one time interval 2·10-4 τ 0 positions distant from 1 5000 of the length of the
trajectory.
1
) For obvious reasons we accepted the axis of the t in the figures parallel to
itself around size a fitting the design upward shifted.
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cases, for the following values of the product Kb: 0.l; 0.16; 0.30; 0.60 and 1;
2; 3.
We regard now the course of some of these curves from the proximity and refer we e.g. to by Kb = 1 defined ourselves.
By beginning to regard the things in the instant, where the observer
the star at present light the gone off receives t = 0, we are seen the following
important circumstances:
a) the brightness of the star will appear made for as a maximum
(which we will better explain directly);
b) in this moment the observer already received all light, which the
star in during a little more the first circulation the taken positions had than
three-quarter sent.
From this instant on — or more exactly from the maximum — the
observer receives the light sent by the star from three different positions at
the same time in each instant: first, for the end of the first circulation associated and along an elbow being appropriate, which begins beyond of threequarter the trajectory (after the first conjunction); the other one contain between the second opposition and the fourth quadrature, thus the second
quarter of the second circulation belonging; third contain between this
quadrature and the second conjunction (the third quarter of the second circulation belonging).
1. It is to be noticed that the three sections of the curve, which are
contained between the parallels led by the points T0 = ( 2n + 4 )τ 0 2,
T1 = ( 2n + 5 )τ 0 2 to the axis t are strongly bent against this axis, which

means us that, while the times of departure of the rays of light vary within a
very close interval, which spread to arrival times in a much larger interval.
Consequently the light, which the observer receives from your mobile star for each time unit in this interval, proves smaller than that, which it
would have received, if the star had remained immovable.
As soon as T reaches approximately the value T1, too your light directly of the positions by the star for the moment the sixth quadrature, in
which T by a maximum give, sent the light following from it is added, so
that in the very short interval ΔT the observer besides from the mobile star
in a somewhat larger time than ΔT sent light is received; i.e. the apparent
brightness of the stars must rise rapidly to a maximum, with that the arrived
light
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several marks are stronger, than it would have been with standing.
From this moment on the brightness must decrease, without returning
to those very values regarded first, because the observer will receive light
from five different positions of the star, and because these positions correspond to elbow of our curve, in which ΔT/Δt the preceding sections takes
always smaller value than along. Briefly after the instant T2 = ( 2n + 5.5)τ 0 2 ,
in which the second conjunction takes place, the brightness will pass
through by a second minimum of somewhat larger value than first to grow
around equal again and to reach a second maximum right after the time
T3 = ( 2n + 6 )τ 0 2 1).
Finally the brightness will return rapidly to that at the beginning of
seen smallest value, in order to begin immediately again the same periodic
cycle.
Briefly in summary: If a star meets the condition accepted by us (Kb
= 1) around a center rotated and, then it would have to exhibit brightness
changes, which would give to recognize itself us as a periodic change of its
apparent size, i.e. the star must appear "variable" to us (with double periodicity) 2).
__________________
1

) Around us a term of the middle value of the apparent brightness to make,
which the star will show in these different phases, we can measure the middle values, which according to them at the figure the relationship ΔT/Δt assumes.
Regarding first we find that approximately in a length of time Δ T = τ 0 4 of
the observers the light receives, which the star sends along the three elbows MN,
PQ, RS, which in a time (sum of the projections of the three elbows on the axis t) of
approximately τ 0 10 to be gone through. Thus the apparent brightness of the star
will on the average be smaller in this interval around half than those, which it would
have shown, if it were immovable. Regarding the maximum we find the fact that in
a length of time Δ T = 2 80 ⋅τ 0 the observer in one more receives larger time sent
light than four times, and thus the star will show a four times larger gloss, than it
would immovably have shown. In the whole taken the brightness from the first
minimum varies to the first maximum approximately from 1 to 8 and from this
arises a jump of the star around two classes in the scale of the apparent sizes (because one counts as well known that the relationship between the brightness of two
sequential classes of stars belonging is about 2.5). With the second minimum the
apparent brightness proves on the average equal that, which would correspond to the
immovable star, which we infer from the figure Δ T = 28 80 ⋅ τ 0 and Δ t = 20 80 ⋅ τ 0 .
2
) Further down we will see, how this conclusion is to be supplemented, if is
accepted that the firm center is another star, the system rotating with first around the
common mass center
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Substantially similar, although in the details we get deviating results,
if we analyze the other designed curves.
With Kb = 1/2, the influence of the periodic member on the values of
T can be called best developed.
If one begins the analysis with the usual maximum, which after the
moment follows immediately, in which the observer of the star at the moment the t = 0 [i.e. T0 = Kτ 0 (1 + b ) ] sent light receives, then the curve becomes during a whole interval Δ T =

τ0
2

only in a place from the parallels to

the axis t cut through and show in this area a very large and almost constant
relationship ΔT/Δt.
Briefly after the instant T0 + τ 0 2 reaches the brightness rapidly a
maximum, there to the light from (the positions of the first circulation following on regarded the already), with which the relationship ΔT/Δt smaller,
in the moment of the second quadrature of the second circulation the sent
light will suddenly be-come, with which ΔT/Δt is very small; whereupon the
brightness up to a new minimum, which is somewhat higher than first, decreases and goes finally again through a new to the first same maximum.
In the whole the observer the star is taken during a half of the period
as of the smallest intensity (largest order of magnitude) to see, two, by —
equidistant — a minimum, which lies somewhat more highly than the initial, separate maxima following each other in the following half it by will
pass through sees 1).
With Kb = 0.16 we get a most interesting curve, that are enough
from, nearly straight-line sections result and very little and too much are
alternating against the bent t axis.
_______________
educates provisional are content we with the fact to maintain ground that, if with one
of the two stars our condition applies, which appearance of the variability, although
in weakened measure, must continue.
1
) If one wants to make — at the figure — an estimation of the relative intensity of the maxima and the two minima, thus one finds that in the proximity of
the maxima the middle brightness five to six times becomes larger measured than
the brightness x — where x is the appropriate intensity of the immovable star —;
with the secondary minimum it must go down on approximately 4 or 5x, with the
main minimum of 1 5 x . The total extent of the light change is thus larger than 25:1,
which means an apparent size jump of well 3.5 classes.
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Under these conditions we will thus get strong light fluctuations, follow consisting of very intensive and briefly lasting maxima, on those with
rapid change long-lasting minima with nearly even brightness l).
So long Kb > 1/2π, show up us the overlapping features of the light
sent by that stars in somewhat from each other distant places of the trajectory (a parallel to the axis t three times the curve can cut) and predicted
double periodicity with two maxima and two strongly deviating minima almost resemble.
In the measure, how the product continues to decrease, becomes the
change amplitude of T ever smaller, and the curve is cut only in a place
from the parallels to the axis t; nonetheless we still fluctuations in the observed brightness gotten because the relationship ΔT/Δt experiences always noticeable changes.
However in view of the difficulty and the small accuracy of the
photometric measurements at all and those, which can be implemented in
astrophysics and were implemented, one understands that quite soon these
easy fluctuations become un-perceptible. Practically one can perhaps assume that with Kb < 110 the happen.
The curves, which correspond to values of Kb, show an ever smaller
interest, which are ever larger than unity. The light overlay takes place at an
ever larger number of positions, which belong to ever more different periods and phases, and everything that will be able to register our observer,
small fluctuations of the brightness will be in the instants, in which the values of T affect the maxima and minima of the curve concerned.
One understands thus easily that quite soon, i.e. at values of Kb,
which do not lie much more highly than 10 each fluctuation in the brightness will become un-perceptible; the star will become unable, us by changes
of the apparent size its periodic movement, i.e. its characteristic as "satellite" of a "double"-star or a more complex system to reveal 2).
________________
1

) According to an estimation made at the figure the intensity relationship
goes between and to the other one at least from a maximum from several l00x to a
minimum from 12 x , so that the amplitude of the total brightness fluctuation proves
equivalently with a jump of at least seven size classes.
2
) It is not worthwhile itself to discuss the case in which the product is so
large Kb that Kb2 becomes approximate equal unity. In this case the amplitude of the
variation which is based on the fourth member became into the order τ 0
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Those so far employee views permit us to give a certain answer to
our first question.
Is the hypothesis of the addition of the speed of the light and those
compatible or not the source of light with at the double stars the employees
investigations?
With the telescopic separable double stars (those the only one were
then recognized, checked for the applicability of Kepler’s second law and
are real) for that purpose of our analysis demanded to the condition Kb =
10-1 in far measure one meets. Their observations prove nothing against our
hypothesis.
With the other "double stars", the spectroscopically separable, the
application of Kepler’s second law was required not by the measurements,
but it happened from rational generalization.
The spectroscopic observation supplied with only the knowledge the
rotating time and those to the speed of the assumed components; due to
these data and at the hand of the Kepler laws (therefore it as applicable were
presupposed) the remaining elements of the movement (the course dimensions) and the masses of the components were derived.
Periods and speed are derived with the help of the periodic shifts of
the spectral lines, so that the only following point is to be examined: Are the
measurements of these shifts disturbed by the light overlays, which our hypothesis foresees, or not? l).
We already saw at the beginning of this paper that, if the product is
small Kb no light overlay will occur, except from a little from each other
distant points of the trajectory,
________________
come, i.e. it would leave light overlay from something removed from the star on the
trajectory taken positions to foresee. Since however the third member has one for
instance 1,000 times larger amplitude, then resulted as width of the strip, within
whose the curve is contained, about 2,000 τ 0 , i.e. a parallel to the axis t approximately 4,000 times the curve T = f ( t ) will meet, and thus from all these various
different positions in each instant a practically constant light sum will be taken up.
1
) We tacitly presuppose a serious question here as solved, those, how the
Doppler Effect in the case of the ballistic hypothesis is to be regarded. By reserving
myself particularly to treat this question I am limited here to the remark that the difficulties of this important feature rise only due to the view of the wavelengths. This
conception is however not substantial for the statement of the periodic nature of the
light phenomenon, separates depends only on the picture of the light ether, which is
incompatible with the ballistic hypothesis.
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that means it that at the spectroscope jets with little deviating speeds will
arrive then at the same time: we become thus, if at all in perceptible measure, a small periodically with the rotation period of the star variable widening of the lines get, which overlays the periodic shift foreseen due to the
usual hypotheses. There is thus no difficulty for the measurement of this
shift.
The same conclusion applies, even if the product Kb approaches that
unity. Becomes, until the curve T = f ( t ) is cut only in a place from the parallels to the x-axis, which takes place when growing Kb, the result an
enlargement of the widening of the line to be and the evidence of the periodic change of width.
As soon as Kb such values reaches that ( Kb > 1 2 π ) curve three times
cut through of some parallels can, we split up lines to get to be able, if
somewhat deviating speeds correspond to the positions, from which the
light arrives simultaneous, or simply widened with a character of perfectly
regular periodicity, so that the regulation is made possible for the period and
by measurement of the distance of the components or the width of the line
also the regulation the present/immediate circulating body in the different
positions coming speed, i.e. those elements, which are necessary for the derivative of the course radius and the mass of the body due to (already as applicably presupposed) Kepler laws.
The dissymmetry of our curves regarding the parallels to the y-axis
lets us foresee easily that the components will then not appear shifted to a
line in the same way regarding the normal situation (two to merge in the
neighborhood of the maxima and minima of the curve T = f ( t ) into only one
line), so that we there will be led, to attach the speed the source of light of
two different values; Values, those, to explain with the at present usual way
the phenomenon two different bodies to be attributed, the two components
of the double star, which must have therefore among themselves comparable brightness, size and speed; while with the method of explanation suggested by us the two values would belong different moments of the same
and only (around a large and little mobile center) circling body.
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When growing the product Kb the number of the meeting places of
our curve with the parallels grows to the axis t; as long as this score is small
(3.5), becomes we generally widened lines gets, which divide themselves in
possibly one moment and two or more can exhibit distinct components, as it
observes in certain cases, but not explained are (Mira Ceti) 1), while we, if
this number becomes large, will therefore get overlay lines widened constantly by light from many different positions with different speeds and,
with which the width shows only small changes, which will gradually disappear.
Only thus if the product Kb will not have become larger than 10,
does not permit the spectroscopic observation us created on the study the
periodic and run gene one of the lines any more to state the "double star"
nature of the stars.
Only for these cases thus the fears would be justified De Sitters!
But nothing bad participates, if one believes that the astrophysical research did not succeed yet to reveal the true nature of a certain number of
complex stars. Our hypothesis will be very useful us to discover it.
The condition of constant widening, that is guaranteed the spectral
lines of many stars exhibits 2); in the light of our hypothesis interpreted, it
will permit us, to recognize whose nature as "double stars" or more complex
systems.
The following statistic views support these in impressive way our
opinion over the existence of many complex systems not dissolved yet.
The number of the well-known spectroscopic double stars grows first
rapidly with growing their apparent size, reached soon a maximum and decreases suddenly, so that only completely few from over 5.5 size admits is.
In following table we have the size after — progression of half size
— in a catalog of Campbell, that
________________
1

) Frequent is the case of the simultaneous observation of the sharp line in
normal place and of two laterally widened components. One sees immediately like
this case with agrees perfect, what one can foresee due to our curves.
2
) The stars of the first spectral class are characterized by the presence of the
strongly widened hydrogen lines.
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only me accessible — specified double stars arranged:
Apparent size

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

Number of wellknown double stars

3

3

6

9

16

21

29

32

13

5

0

A behavior of this kind — it is it to nearly redundantly emphasize —
stands in crying contrast to what one would have to foresee due to the usual
"probability" criteria, if one considers that the number each of these size
intervals of the stars belonging with the growing of the ordinal number of
the interval with tremendous speed grows.
Thus automatically the suspicion develops that possibly a welldefined and constant cause prevents the possibility of the observation of
(existing safe) "double stars" with the help of the study of the doublings and
the changing and periodic widening of the lines limited and finally; and on a
cause of this kind we are referred to straight by our discussion.
Values of Kb > 10 can occur because of the necessary smallness,
which measured the relationship b = v/c kept, the more easily, the more
largely the distance c, i.e. the larger to K are. In other words, there is only a
small probability that the distant stars reveal us their complex nature by periodic changes of its spectral lines.
Is K large, then ever smaller values of b will be necessary, thus the
threshold ( Kb ≥ 10 ) one do not exceed; and at small values of b the observations become not possibly i.e. from another reason, because of the smallness
of the line broadening.
The usefulness of the spectroscopic method for the discovery of
complex stars must disappear thus my judgment rapidly in the measure,
how the distance of the stars, (i.e. the order of the class grows.
Our hypothesis stands thus also with these strange peculiarness in
perfect agreement.
It is therefore permitted us to state:
1. that those observations admitted to double stars of the possible
correctness of the ballistic hypothesis over
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and does not do the propagation rate of the light an entry the truth of the
second Postulates of the Einstein theory the less confirms;
2. that the ballistic hypothesis supplies a good explanation of the
strange accumulation of the well-known double stars around the fourth and
fifth stage of the scale of the apparent sizes;
3. that the same hypothesis can supply also a firm and substantial
reason for a good theoretical explanation of an expanded and extremely attractive area of astronomical features: that is the area of the phenomena required by the "variable stars" and "new stars".
To this interesting point I will return in a later work.

________________

